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When the science and technology enters each link which we live, or the science 
and technology is the constituent which the humanity lives, to technical analysis, 
regardless of mentioned what kind of altitude, is must and essential. Especially our 
country, now and the future will develop one of long-term bottleneck questions will 
be the core technologies question. The technical question is not only technical 
personnel's question, but also one of entire society's questions, certainly must be the 
economic area research question. Precisely based on such understanding, this article 
proposed the enterprise technical analysis and the applied research. 
What is the enterprise technology, and the enterprise technical analysis 
significance, how to carry on the enterprise technical analysis, how to make the 
enterprise engineering data collection and the index computation, the enterprise 
technical analysis conclusion how to apply in the economic analysis, enterprise 
technical analysis in investment analysis domain application, to these question reply 
consist this article core. 
In order to reply the series question that proposed before, this article has 
analyzed the scientific technological advance history, has analyzed the enterprise 
technology formation and the development, proposed based on the technical 
principle's enterprise technical analysis, proposed the enterprise technical core and the 
enterprise technical  extension concept, and take the manufacturing industry as an 
example, has established the enterprise engineering data sampling table, has 
established the enterprise technology index, has carried on the enterprise technology 
index empirical analysis. Finally, has discussed the application of the enterprise 
technical analysis in the economic domain. 
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我国经过 20 多年的改革和发展，GDP 高速增长，但我国 GDP 数据与发达国家
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